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Neomounts cpu holder

Brand : Neomounts Product code: NM-CPU100BLACK

Product name : Neomounts cpu holder

Neomounts Swivel Under Desk & On-Wall PC Mount (Suitable PC Dimensions -Height: 30-53 cm / Width:
9-20 cm) - Black

Neomounts cpu holder:

This Neomounts CPU mount, model NM-CPU100BLACK, allows you to mount a computer under a desk. A
CPU mount creates a need and clean desk because its stored under the desk and doesn't use any
valuable desk space. Increase the lifetime of your CPU due to reduction intake dust and dirt from floors.
Keep the workplace clean without computers on the floor.

This Neomounts CPU mount allows vertical installation of computers under a desk. Also the NM-
CPU100BLACK can be mounted on a wall. Hide your cables and keep the workplace nice and tidy.

Easy to adjust in width and depth to fit most desktop and tower PCs. The mount can be swivelled 360
degrees. The specifications listed show maximum and minimum width and depth of the mount.

All installation material is included with the product.

Features

Type * Desk-mounted CPU holder
Recommended chassis type * Tower
Maximum weight capacity * 10 kg
Product colour Black
Swivel angle 360°
Swivel angle range 0 - 360°
Country of origin China

Weight & dimensions

Width 200 mm
Width adjustment range 90 - 200 mm
Height 530 mm

Weight & dimensions

Height adjustment range 300 - 530 mm
Package net weight 2.6 kg

Logistics data

Master (outer) case width 560 mm
Master (outer) case length 380 mm
Master (outer) case height 390 mm
Products per master (outer) case 6 pc(s)
Master (outer) case net weight 15.5 kg
Harmonized System (HS) code 7326909890
Products per pallet (EU) 96 pc(s)
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